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ABSTRACT
The Effects of the Psycho- Social Need for
Security on Irrigation Farmers ' Behavior
and Cognition Related to Water Resources
by
Dennis Call Geertsen , Master of Science
Utah State University, 1969
Major Professor: Dr. Wade H. Andrews
Department: Sociology
The findings of this study indicated , contrary to
expectatio ns , that irrigation farmers who expressed needs
for wate r did not engage in certain types of goal-oriented
behavior designed to reso lve those needs any more so than
d1d those who did not express these needs .

There were four

measures of goal-orientation which included: attendance at
meetings about the Bear River Project , actively seek1ng
information about said Project , having a high level of knowledge about said Project and positive attitude toward
development of the Bear River .
There were significant relationships , however , between
expressed water needs and worries over the water supply, the
experiencing of human problews related to water use and perceived threats a ssociated with the po s sibi l ity of losing
water .
viii

It was discovered that the farmers' belief that surplus
water exists in the Bear River was a major factor associated
with both their attitude toward development of the Bear River
and their perception of benefits of the Project .

This would

suggest that fa rmer s pe rceive that development must first be
possible by the existence of reser ve water in th e Bear River .
An inciden tal yet important finding of the study was that
a good portion of the farmers who favored some kind of development felt that the Project as planned would be a hindrance to
the water situation in their areas .
(90 pages)
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTI ON
Man has often been viewed by the layman as having basic
needs, the satisfaction of which is necessary for h i s well being .

This common notion has l ong been recognized in

academic settings also , but various explanations have been
philosophical in nature (i.e ., not amenab l e to empirical
research) .

In the era of science there have arisen many

theories about the forces within man which motivate him to
behave as he does.

Just as the sciences have expanded to

i nc lude the rea l m of man's social existence , so has the notion
of man ' s needs expanded to include his social needs .

It is

not the intention of this study to investigate the long dispute between environmental versus hereditary influences in
relation to man's behavior.

Whether his needs are mostly

inherited and partly l earned or vice versa does not concern
us , but the fact that he does have needs which involve social
components as well as biological components does concern us.
The existence of human needs is deduced by obse rving behavior
which falls into basic pa tterns.

The conceptual framewor ks

for classifying these patterned needs have been somewhat
variable and theoretical concensus about the existence of one

2

specific need, therefore, is the basis for its acceptance in
this thesis.
A review of the literature has provided a deg r ee of concensus about the existence of the personality need for
"security . "

1

Assuming that man behaves the same in relation

to this need as he does in relation t o other personality
needs, we are in a position to generalize about a basic
behavior pattern observed by researchers in relation to
needs in general .

One of many possible basic behavior pat-

terns that applies to needs in general has been singled out
to be the focus of this thesis; this is the pattern which
will be referred to as goal-oriented behavior.
This behavior pattern reflects a common assumption of
researchers in motivation, which is, that man is motivated
to behave in a goal-oriented way.

This popular idea of

motivation theor i sts which will be covered in more detai l
later is expressed wel l by Coleman .

Assuming the existence

of needs , he says :
There is a certain sequence of events in meeting
o ur needs which invo lves three basic elements: (l)
need - deprivation , resulting in energy-mobilization,
(2) choi ce of some goal and of means for attaining it
and (3) goal - directed behavior, leading , if successful,
to g r atification of the need.2

1

Refer to the Review of Literature section in Chapter II.

2 James C. Coleman, Abnorma l Psychology and Modern Llfe
.
(Glenview, Illinois: Scott , Foresman and Company, 1964), p.
78 -79.

3
There are , however , many intervening variables in this
process but this illustrates the basic behavior pattern being
tested in this study .

Additional support to the idea that

man responds to needs in a goa l- oriented way will be given
in the following chapter.
The Problem and Scope
This study is unique in that it provides another context
in which to test the basic response pattern of goal-orientation to human needs .

Although it is difficult to isolate a

specific need and attribute all behavior as being its consequence , yet it is assumed that "security" is a very important
need in relation to the problem at hand.
The problem concerns irrigation farmers and their feltneed for water for irrigating purposes .

It is a common

expression that "wa ter for irrigation is the life-blood of
the Western States . "

It is also true that "irrigation is

the largest single consumptive use for water in the United
States . •

3

The irrigation farmer is the first to defend the

saying about wa te r being his "life b l ood ."

It has also been

said, in a humorous sort of way , that " even an honest man
will steal water . "

This , of course , is a sweeping

3
wade H. Andrews , "Toward the Socio l ogical Analys1s of
Natural Resource s and Society , " a revision of a paper pre sented in the 1 966 Ru r al Sociologica l Society meeting at
Miami Beach , F l o r ida , p . 10 .

4

generalization , but illustrates the strength of the need.

In

essence, it might be said that water is a great source of
"security" to the irrigation farmer .

During a drought it

cannot be purchased with money because there is no water; if
there is no water , there is no means for obtaining economic
subsistence .

Therefore, ultimate economic and even physical

security is associated with a farmer ' s having adequate water
for his irr1gation needs .

It is in this way that a need for

water has come to represent a psycho - social need for security.
The problem then is in relation to this need and in this context.

We shal l investigate its effect on a basic response

pattern--the existence of goal-oriented behavior in re l ation
to water resource development.
Justification for the Problem
Much research has been done on psycho - social needs in
experimental contexts and in various field researches , but
none have attempted to apply the need for security in the
water resource context to goal-oriented behavior .
The findings of this study may s uggest further application of motivation theory to a water resource context , thus
extending the present range of application.

As most of moti-

vat1on research is approached from the psychologists' v1ewpoint , who usua l ly focus on the individua l , a new perspective
from a sociological point of view , which will lean toward
social factors , may provide some interesting contrasts .

5

This study may also be of benefit to planners of water
resource development projects .

An understanding of the func-

tion of socio-psychological aspects of water needs may enlighten somewha t the minds of those responsible for planning
or building irrigation systems or other development projects
so that more efficient planning can take into consideration
additional factor s related to these

~ndiv~dual

needs.

And, finally, there is always the general justification
which implies that every study can be of value in increasing
the scientific store of knowledge .

Though

~nexperience

may

be a limiting factor in integrating theory into a perfectly
scientific study, this writer feels that this thesis can
contribute something to the scientific store of knowledge .
However, because it contains the application of a previously
untested context, further verification
one

~mportant

w~ll

be u s eful.

So

contribution of this study may be that it is

also a heuristi c device for future study.
Objectives of

Th~s

Study

The three general objectives of this study are as follows :
1.

To determine the relationship between

~rrigation

farmers' expressed felt-needs for water supply and their
goal - orientation in the resolution of those needs.

The

specific behavio r identifying goal - orientation which are to
be examined are :

6

a.

attending meetings about a particular possible
p roblem-s olu ti on ;

b.

ac t ively pursuing knowledge abo ut a particular
possible prob l e m- solution;

c.

the actual knowledge attained about a particu l ar possible problem- solution;

d.

having a willingness to adopt a particular type
of problem-solut ion .

2.

To determine the relationship between irrigation

farmers' expressed felt - needs for water and other illuminating variables .
3.

To determine the relationship between the major

dependent variable (i . e., willingness to adopt a general
solution) and other illuminating variables.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LI TERATURE
Objectives of This Chapter
From a review of the literature , an attempt will be made
to establish the following three points:
1.

That man does possess certain basi c psycho- social
needs which act as behavior determinants .

2.

To establish the idea that "security" is one of
these basic needs and that it corresponds closely
to irrigat i on farmers' needs for water.

3.

To establish the fact that needs act as forces , the
function of which is dynamic in nature {i . e . , that
man tends to be oriented toward fulfilling

h~s

needs

in a goal - oriented way) .
Various psychologists and

soc~ologists

have ,

s~nce

before

the turn of the Twentieth Century , included in their respective theories the idea of human needs as forces behind man's
behavior.

The specif i c concept u sed , as well as the inter-

pretation, has va r ied and changed with time.

Before

scientific investigation became th e mea n s for formulating
theories of needs , and "until two centuries ago , almost all
attempts to exp l a i n behavior made use of the animistic concept

8

of soul."

1

Bindra gives an account of the firs t attempt at

systematically answering questions about behavior without
reference to soul which was made by Descartes.

Descartes

fo und it difficult to examine man and an imal as being of one
species and consequently reverted back to the concept of
" soul to account for 'rational acts ' which involve judgment,
choice or will" in man .

He maintained that "animals

as machines and postulated

[were]

[that] f l uid spirits rus hing

through the nerves , as the dynamic or driving agents that
moved these complex machines, " an explanation with which he
originally attempted also to explain man's behavior .

2

It was Darwin ' s assumption about the physical continuity
of the species that subsequently led scientists to examine
anima l behavior to also explain man ' s behavior .

This assump -

tion was especially instrumental in the development of th e
scientific concepts called "instinct " and "drive ."

The

phi losophical use of the instinct idea, however , had been
used in intellectual circles for centuries.

3

In his book

The Princip l es of Psychology , Wi ll iam James defi ned instinct

1 oalbin Bindra , Motiva tion--A Systematic Re in terpretation (New York: The Rona l d Press Company , 19 59 ), p . 5 .

3
F. A. Beach, "The Descent of In s tinct," Psycholog i cal
Review, LXII, No . 6 (No v ., 1955), p. 401-410 .

9

as "the faculty of acting in such a way as to produce certain
ends, without foresight of the ends, and without previous
education in the performance . "

4

Freud referred to instinct

as being synonymous with need and insisted that it originated
in the internal organ i sm.

5

Both of these ideas reflected the

nonlearned hereditary nature of instincts as driving forces
for behavior, as defined by these men.
McDougall expanded the list of instincts to include 18
"native propensities " which constituted innate biological
processes which supposedly accounted for all human behavior.

6

Bindra describes this development:
McDougall developed his famous instinct doctrine
within a general metaphysical framework of "purposiveness . " He emphasized the purposive nature of behavior
and postulated instincts as the fundamental "motives" 7
which moved organisms toward particular ends or goals.
McDougall's idea became popular with many psychologists , including Thorndike, Dewey, Watson and Woodworth,

8

even though

4
william James, The Principles of Psychology (New York:
Henry Holt, 1890 , Vol . II), p. 383.
5 J. W. Atkinson , An Introduction to Motivation (Princeton,
New Jersey: D. Van Nostrand Company , Inc. 19 64) , p. 57.
6 w. McDougall, The Energies of Men (London: Methuen,
1932) , see Chapter 7.
7
8

Bin d ra, p. 6.
Ibid .

I

p . 7.

10
the list was leaning toward the classification of social
motives.

Woodworth coined the word "drive" in 1918 and it

gained popularity among several animal psychologists .

Ac-

cording to Young, the reason for the popularity of the word
"drive" was that it carried no implications of conscious
motive .

9

Increasingly these motives came to include social and
cognitive elements.

\-l .

I. Thomas made refe r ence to four

basic human needs which he described as wishes.
the wishes for:

new experience ,

(1)

a nd (4) recognition. 1
(1)

"to know,"

(2)

°

(2)

These were

security,

(3) response,

Feibleman mentioned three basic needs :

" to do," and (3) "to be."

The latter he

describes as to be the need f or ultimate security.

11

Murray

listed 28 social (psychogenic) needs, which a re described to
be mostly "learned."

Some examples of these are needs for:

acquisition , conservance, order, retention, construction,
superiority , achievement, recognition and 20 more.

12

Coleman

9 Paul Thomas Young, Motivation of Behavior (New York :
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1936), p. 70-71.
10 W. I . Tomas
h
. 1 Organlzatlon
.
.
'
, On Socla
and Persona 1 lty
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1966), p . 5.
11 James K. Feibleman, Mankind Behaving: Human Needs and
Material Culture (Springfield , Ill lno i s : Charles C. Thomas,
19 63) ' p. 23 28.
12 Henry A. Murray, Exp 1 oratlon
.
.
(New York :
l. n Personallty
Oxford University Press, 193 8) , p. 80-83.

11

listed seven basic "psychological" needs, which were said to
be corrunonly found in all cultures:
adequacy and competence ,
(5) self -esteem,

(3) security ,

( 2)

(4) social approval ,

(6) love and re l atedness, and (7) self-

enhancement and growth .
cations of needs :

( l) order and meaning ,

13

Maslow listed five basic classifi -

(1) physiological needs,

(3) belongi ngness and love needs,
self-actualization.

(2) safety needs ,

(4) esteem needs , and (5)

14

It will be observed that there are many and varied
classifications of needs .

From this we may assume that

although theorists agree that needs exist , the precise nature
of their descriptions and classifications vary .

As Berelson

and Steiner skillfully observed:
. . . each (motive or need) ... can be reduced to a still
more basic motive , until the universal and tautological
quest for "happiness" is reached . So it is difficult
to maintain any particular level of generality as
" basic"; the number and breadth of motives listed is
arbitrary ~nd depends upon the purpose of the classification . 1
About this matter of need lists and in defense of his own
theory, Maslow said:

13

coleman , p . 71-74 .

14
A. H. Maslow, Motivation and Persona l ity (New York:
Harper & Brother, 1954), p . 80 -92.
Steiner , Human Behavior:
(New York: Harcourt ,

12
We should give up the attempt once and for all to
make atomistic lists of drives or needs.
For several
different reasons such lists are theoretically unsound .
First of all, they imply an equal i ty of the various
drives that are listed, an equality of potency and
probability of appearance . This is incorrect because
the probability of any one desire emerging into consciousness depends on the state of satisfaction or
dissatisfaction of other prepotent des i res. There
are great differences in probability o f appearance of
the various particular drives . Secondly, such a listing implies an isolatedness of each of thei6 d r ives ...
they are not isolated in any such fashi o n .
He went on to explain his other complaints about other theo rists' long lists .

He indicated that a need might be fulfilled

unconsciously by overt behavior which may be classified completely different from the unconscious motive .

17

Agreeing with

Berelson and Steiner somewhat he said:
... drives do not range themselves in an arithmetical sum
of isolated , discreet numb e rs of specificity . What is
meant by this is that the number of dr i v e s one chooses
to list depends entirely on the degree o f specificity
with wh i ch one chooses to analyze them .... Furthermore,
it should be recognized that if we attempt to discuss
the fundamental desires they would be clearly understood as sets of desires~ as fundamental categories or
collections of desires .l ti
Among the points that Maslow made regarding needs, it
will be observed that he referred to needs, drives and desires
interchangeably.

16

17
18

For the analysis in this study, the writer

Maslow, p . 70.
Ibid., p. 71
rbid.

13
shall be content largel y to accept Maslow's interchangeable
scheme of needs which was also used and defined by Berelson
and Steiner .

The writer sha ll use " need" as they defined

motive:
... a motive is an inner state (described in motivation
as "wishes, desires, needs , drives , and the like " ) that
energizes , activates or moves , i~d that directs or
channels behavior toward goa ls .
Altho ugh the classificat ions of needs have varied with
different authors, the r e is a surprising amount of concensus
as to the specif i c need for security .

Two of the authors

specifically mentioned the word "security , " namely , Thomas
and Coleman .

It was also either implied or abs tracted i n

other classifications .

Feibleman said that the need " to be "

was synonymous with the need for ultimate security.

20

Maslow

included a very descriptive account of the organism's desire
for a predictable , organized , stable world in his description
of safety needs making security one of the abstractions of
this term .

21

Murray ' s list of 28 needs represent specific

renderings of more general basic needs , one of which is the
need for securi ty.

19
2

Berelson and Steiner, p. 239 - 40 .

°Feib leman, p . 27.

21

Maslow, p . 86.

14
Maslow admitted that there are degrees of acuteness in
the need for sa fety , and examples of less acute needs were
observed to be t he "common preference for a job with tenure
and protection , the desire for a savings account , and for
insurance of various kinds
disability , old age) . "

22

(medical , dental, unemployment,
Coleman used practically the same

examples to illustrate the sec ur ity need:
This need for security is reflected in the common
preference for jobs with tenure , in social security
legislation, in insurance against disability and other
contin~jncies , and in society ' s emphasis o n law and
order.
Ir rigation farmers'

felt - needs for water would fall into

the same classif i cation illustrated by both Maslow and
Coleman .

Having sufficient water for one's irrigating needs

is a form of insurance policy .

It represents insurance

against the contingency of unemployment and al l the accompanying misfortunes .

It is not an irrational guess that a

farme r would be inclined to resolve his need for security
(water) by seeking for means of establishing a secure water
supply for himself .

This notion is representative of an

under l ying assumption of motivation theory, which is that
man is a striving , goal-oriented being .

22
23

Ibid ., p . 87 .
coleman , p . 72

15
In the definition of needs used in this thesis, the idea
is central that needs act as conditions or states of the
organism which energize, activate and direct behavior toward
goals.

It is as sumed that such a state or condition of the

organism is produced by the existence of felt-water needs .
The writer wil l review what some theorists have said in rela tion to the general assumption of the dynamic effect of needs.
Lewin ' s theory incorporates tensions

(internal needs)

and goals which function to release tensions.
reference to a portion of Lewin's theory:

Madsen made

"A goal region

has a positive valence and determines a force field which
influences the individual and produces behavior directed
toward the goal region . "

24

Murray was another who realized the dynamic function of
needs .

His theory is incorporated into various sets of var-

iables which are interrelated.
A need is a construct ... which stands for a force
... in the brain region , a force which organizes per ception , apperception , intellection , conation , and
action in such a way as to transform in a certain
direction an existing , unsatisfying situation . A need
is sometimes provoked directly by internal processes
of a certain kin (viscerogenic , endocrinogenic,
thalamicogenic) arising in the course of vital
sequences, more frequently (when in a state of readiness) by the occurrence of one of a few commonly ef fective pre ss (i.e. , "a stimulus situation which has
a (potentia l ) influence upon the life of the organism)

24
K. B. Madsen , Theories of Motivation (Copenhagen,
Denmark: Aa rhuus Stiftsbogtrykerie, 1959) , p . 121 .

16
Each need is characteristically accompanied by a
particular feeling or emotion and tends to use certain
modes (sub - needs and actones} to further its trend.
It
may be weak or intense, momentary or enduring . But
usually it persists and gives rise to a certain course
of ove rt behavior (or fantasy} , which (if the organism
is competent and external opposition not insurmountable}
changes the initiating circumstance in such a way as to
bring about an end situation which still (appeases or
satisfies} the organism.25
This explanation given by Murray essentially says that one
advances from a state of felt -needs or unsatisfaction to an
end situation of need-s atisfaction.

Other factors associated

with this proce ss do not at present concern us , though his
account is informative.
Maier described the relationship between internal and
external conditions in the process of goal - oriented behavior
and its function of reducing needs .
According to the limited usage given the concept
of motivation , it can be said that motivated behavior
is controlled by both an internal and an external
condition. Thus a need or a desire is always within
the organism, whereas the incentive or goal is outside. Either condition may be present without the
other and produce stimulus -response behavior, but
both are es senti a l for creating the state of motivation which selectively arouses behavior that may be
called goa l oriented.
Behavior called forth by the
state of motivation tends to relieve the internal
condition and this in turn leads to satisfaction.
So-called "adaptive behavior" is characterized ~y
the fact that it l eads to a reduction in need. 2

25

Murray , p . 123 - 124 .

26
Norman R . F. Maier, Frus tr ation--The Study of Behavior
Without a Goal (New York : McGraw Hill Book Company , Inc .,
1949}' p . 96 .

17
Most needs, therefore, function as behavior-determinants,
though behavior has many other causitive factors .

The schemes

vary as to the p r ecise nature of the processes involved in
need - reduction , bu t unless efforts are frustrated, a h ealthy
organism will behave so as to satisfy its needs .

Maslow
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gave an excellent account of the influence of man's needs
upon his behavior, which can be paraphrased.

Needs generally

make demands upon the individual in a predictable hierarchical way in which certain ones dominate over others .

This

hierarchical structure may vary from one person to another .
The individua l focuses his attention on unsatisfied needs of
first p riorit y until satisfaction , at which time his energies
are freed to pursue the next gratification in the needhierarchy , for "a want that is satisfied is no longer a
want . •
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Both need-deprivation and need-gratification are

factors which stimulate the individual to pursue selectively
his wants , according to Maslow .
Coleman summarized fairly well the idea that is asso ciated with the goal oriented consequence of needs as heretofore mentioned .

Motivational sequences on a maintenance

level consists of three basic elements :

27
28

Maslow , p . 80 - 92.
rbid ., p . 84 .
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(a) need-deprivation, resulting in energy mobilization ,
(b) choice of some goal and of means for attaining it ,
and (c) goa l-d irected be ha viorA leading, if successful ,
to gratifi c ation of the need . 2~
Other theorists cou l d b e mentioned in relation to the
ideas presented about man ' s tendency to res o lve needs in
goal oriented ways , but this is deemed sufficient to establish the idea for this study .

Motivation theory is so

popular that many psychologists devote themselves totally to
its study and the notions presented here are fairl y representative of motivat i on theory.
Summary
It was pointed out that there is a surprising amount of
c o ncensus a s to the specific need
rity . "

conceptual~zed

as "secu-

Support for this notion included the scheme s of Thomas ,

Coleman , Feibleman and Maslow in their discussi o ns of needs,
and Murray by abstracting several of his "needs" into

secur~ty .

The similarities between the theoretical conceptualizations of
security and an irrigation farmer ' s need for water were pointed
out .
The. notion of goal-orientation was introduced to demonstrate how it is a result of needs and hmv common this
is in motivation theory.

not~on

It was described as being a process

whereby man seeks to gratify his needs in goal-oriented ways .
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coleman , p . 78-79 .

CHAPTER III
THEORETI CAL APPLICATION AND METHODOLOGY
The idea has been suggested in the introduction that the
application of theory for this study is in a water resource
context but little has been said specifically about this
particular fact .

Although mention has been made about the

"need for security " being a particular focal point, the discussion of goal - orientation in its precise application has
purposely been delayed until now, pending a brief description
of the Dear River Reclamation Project Proposal .

1

This project pcoposal is the consequence of a detailed
feasibility study conducted by the Bureau of Reclamation
regarding the economic benefits that would be derived from
development of the Bear River Basin in southern Idaho and
northern Utah .

The proposal , if accepted by the residents

of the area , wou l d markedly increase the amount of water
availab le for various uses.

It involves the proposed build-

ing of two dams and enlargement of a third on the Bear River ,
as well as the construction of canal systems for delivery of
the water .

Benefits provided by the development would include

1
A more comprehensive outline of the Project Plans is
given in Appendix A .
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urban and household, industrial , recreational and irrigational
uses .

Irrigation farmers would be the prime beneficiaries of

such a plan if it is put into operation and it is mostly in
relation to this p l an that the ide a of goal-orie ntation to
satisfy water -needs is being tested in this study .

With this

brief description the writer can proceed to the following
sections of this chapter.
Conceptual Definitions for this Study

The Bear River Project or the Pr oject -- These will
be used at times in preference to the l onger version
referred to as the "Bear River Reclamation Project Proposal Plan A . "

The latter designates a planned proposal

of the Bureau of Reclamation to develop the Bear River
Basin area of southern Idaho and northern Utah by building two dams , enlarging another and constructing canal
systems designed to provide community and personal
benefits such as increased uses for municipal and household contingencies , industry , recreation and irrigation.

Need -- This will be defined as a psycho-social
inner state (a wish , desire , motive or drive) that
energizes , activates or moves , and tha t directs or
channels behavior toward goals .

Insecu r ity or Need for Security -- These will be
used inte rch angeably to define a specific psycho- social
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need referring to the organism 's desire for a predictable
organized , stable world of safety.

In this study it is

assumed that this psycho-social need for security is
synonymous with th e irrigation farmer's expressed fe l tneed for wa ter as it represents to him his most basic
means of subsistence .

Irrigation Farmers -- This will refer to respon dents who indicated that irrigation farming supplied 50
percent or more of their personal income (includes all
245 respondents).

Secure Ir r igators -- This will refer to those irrigators who expressed the opinion that they have adequate
water for their irrigating needs .

The assumption is

made that the respondent who expresses no need for water
is psycho - socially secure in relation to this resource.

Insecure Ir r igators -- This will refer to those irri gators who feel th at they do not have adequate water for
their irrigating needs.

The assumption is made that the

respondent who expresses a need for water is psychosocia lly insecure in relat i on to this resource.

Goal - Oriente d Behavior or Goal - Orientation -- These
will be used interchangeably to refer to the ent1re process of mot ivation , exclusive of the need itself,
including a ll cognitive and behavior elements which move
in the di recti on of need-gratification.
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Level of Knowledge -- This will refer to the l e vel
of actual knowledge of respondents about the plans of
the Project .

Each was assigned either a low level or a

high level of knowledge depending on his responses to
the open-end question: "What are they proposing to do
in the Bear River Project?"
Hypotheses
General Hypothesis -- It is hypothesized that there will be a
significant relationship between irrigation farmers'
expressed felt-needs for water and goal-oriented attempts
to resolve those needs .
Working Hypothesis 1.

Insecure Irrigators will attend one or

more meetings in which the Bear River Project is the
major topic of discussion more so than will Secure Irrigators .
Working Hypothesis 2.

Insecure Irrigators will feel that

they have actively tried to become better informed about
the Bear River Project more so than will Secure Irrigators .
Working Hypothesis 3 .

Insecure Irrigators will have a high

level of knowledge about the Bear River Project more so
than will Secure Irrigators .
Working Hypothesis 4.

Insecure Irrigators will favor the idea

of complete planning and development of the Bear River
more so than will Secure Irrigators .
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Methodology
Description of area
The area in which the study was conducted involved five
counties in the Bear River Basin in southern Idaho and
northern Utah.

Counties involved in I daho were Bear Lake,

Caribou and Franklin , and in Utah, were Cache and Box Elder
Counties.
The subculture represented in this area is predominantly
of the Latter-day Saints religion, although other religions
are also present.

The area is somewhat geographically iso-

lated f rom large urban influences as is much of the Rocky
Mountain Region.

The particular areas in the sample popu-

lation are largely rural by U. S . census definition (below
2,500) .

The largest cities which are in or near the lower

part of the basic area in Utah are Logan (population about
20,000), a small university city and farming trade center,
and Brigham City (population about 12,000), a traditional
agriculture trade center which has in recent years had a major
industry come into the area.

Most of the farms are scattered

just outside small towns which are located in each of the five
counties.
Gathering of the data
This study is limited to a stratified random sample of
245 irrigation farmers .

Each respondent in the sample
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population was interviewed by one o : eight interviewers who
were trained for this purpose.

Onl; the household head was

interviewed.
The instrument used in the interviews was a 24 - page
schedule prepared by the project le ader.

It consisted of

several parts and types of question s including: family and
background information; general att:tude - behavior questions ,
including previously tested scales; questions regarding
attitudes , behavior and knowledge related to water use;
questions regarding knowledge, beha 'l ior and attitudes related to the Bear River Project; and demographic-information
q uestions.

Questions that were

mos ~

pertinent to the present

study were selected and used .
Operationa l measures and techniques
It was decided to divide the population into

t\~o

dif-

ferent groups in order to test the i ndependent variable , the
assumed psycho-social need for security.

Directed only to

irrigation farmers the question was asked , "Is the water you
have adequate for your needs?"

Those who responded " no" were

classified as Insecure Irrigators while those who answered
"yes" were classified as Secure Irrigators.
This question had a potentia l
writer's viewpoint .

bias as seen from the

One of the limitations of direct inter-

viewing , in gene r a l, is the uncertainty that respondents are
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answering truthfu l ly.

2

As the question on needs is both pe r-

sonal in nature and associated with self-interest , we might
suspect that the r e cou ld be a bias .

For instance , it may be

embarrassing fo r a farmer to admit that he needs water.

On

the other hand , i t may be viewed as being wise to c laim a
need for water even when such is not the case .
The logic of the latter is illLstrated by the common
proced ure of collective bargaining

~here1n

labor requests an

extremely high wage increase with the expectation that ulti mately ag reement will fall short of this request .

In other

words , if something is wanted in a competitive society, then
one has to plead his cause ; and if cne wants to maintain what
he has, he must act as if he needs rrore .
ers

If irrigation farm-

perceive their answe r to this q uestion as in some way

affecting their self-interests they may not answer honestly .
Certain ly the government wil l not build dams in the area if
they are not for the purpose of satisfying water needs.

This

perception by some respondents may have led to an inordinate
plea for water by answering "no" to the question , " Is the
water you have adequate for your needs?"

I n any event , it

was decided to compare Insecure Irrigators against Secure
Irrigators on the best indirect check that was available to
test this potential bias .

2
Fred N. Ke r linger , Foundations of Behavioral Research
(New York : Holt , Rinehart and W1 nsto n, Inc. , 1964), p. 467.
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Respondents were

a tsked to agre >r disagree with the

statement, "The supp l~y o:f water is om of the biggest worries
of the farmers in this area . "
be seen in Table I .
Insecure Irrigators

J1\

substantia l di..:fe r ence exists between

(88 .0 percent} 11lu feel water to be a big

worry and Secure Irrigators

<x

2

}

There;ults of association can

(54 . 4 1e:r:::en t} .

The chi-square

value is 30 . 64, which is sign:fi::ant beyond the .001

level.

This table s how·s a very hich •ssociation between water

worries and needs.

All though this oe;; not fully check the

potential biasing effects of the "1e!tis " question, it does
lend support to t he adequacy of thE bdependent variable as
being some1vhat discrinninative at lEast on the property of
water worries which is a logical acconpaniment of water needs .
TABLE I
IRRIGATIOH SECURITY BY 'IAI'ER WORRIES
Secure
Irrigators

Insecure
Irrigators

Water \'lorry

Pet.

Water supply is
big worry

54 . 4

(79}

88 .0

( 88)

(167}

Water supply is
not big worry

45 . 6

(66}

12.0

(12}

(78}

10 0 . 0

(145}

100 . 0

(100}

( 245}

TOTALS

N

Pet.

N

Totals

x '-30 . 64 , df-1 , P < . OOl
Four dependent variables were >ypothesized and each is
related to the ide a of goal - orientej behavior.
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The first working hypothesis was:

Insecure Irrigators

will attend one or more meetings in which the Bear River

Pro~

ject is the major topic of discussion more so than will Secure
Irrigators.
This hypothesis was measured b y the question from the
schedule: "Have you attended any meetings in whJ.ch the Bear
River Project was the major topic of discussJ.on?"

Those who

responded "yes" were considered to have been involved in
goal-oriented behavior, while those who answered "no" were
not so considered.

The rationale behind this assumption is

that those who attend meetings on the Bear River Project are
motivated to learn about its potential need-s atisfyi ng effects.

Those who have needs for water should be inclined to

fi nd out about means for satisfaction of these needs, and
attending meetings on the Bear River Project simply reflects
an effort to learn about this potential need-satisfier.
It will be recalled that one of the major benefits of
the Bear River Project, if accepted , will be increased water
for irrigation farmers.

The various meetin gs that were held

about this Project were by informal and formal groups , official and unofficial persons associated with the Project; but
they have one thing in common which is central to our idea
and that is that all are concerned with a potential watersupplier, the Bear River Project.

It is hypothesized that

those with water needs would be most likely to attend, and
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that such attendance would reflect behavior oriented toward a
goal-satisfaction of water needs .
The second working hypothesis was :

I nsecure Irrigators

will feel that they have actively tried to become better informed about the Bear River Project more so than will Secure
Irrigators.
This hypothesis was measured by the question from the
schedule:

"Did you actively try to become better informed

about it (the Bear River Project)? "

Those who responded

" yes " were considered to have been involved in goal-oriented
behavior while those who answered " no" we re not so co n sidered.
The rationale behind this assumption is that if a pe r son
viewed his own efforts as being active in the pursuit of
information about the Project then it is evidence enough of
these efforts.

The process of actively pursuing information

about a potential water-suppli e r is an excellent example of
goal-oriented behavior .

It will be recalled that Coleman ,

when referring to motivational sequences , lists under heading
(b): " choice of some goal and of means for attaining it . ,J
Gathering information about potential goals is in itself
goal-oriented , as well as being an obvious antecedent to
the choosing of a goal.

3

coleman , p . 78-79 .
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The third working hypothesis
will have a high level of

<~a; :

Insecure Irrigators

knowled~ ~bout

the Bear River Pro-

ject more so than will Secure Irrigators.
Levels of knowledge were deterrrined from the responses of
two related questions :

"Have you

eard of the Bear River Rec-

lamation Project proposed for the development of the Bear
River? "

If the response to this question was "yes , " then the

following open-end question was asked :
ing to do in the Bear River Project?"

"What are they proposIt was necessary at this

point to make discriminations aboct the correctness of re sponses to these questions.

A grcuf of persons were asked

to judge the responses , including

t~o

professors , a local

representative of the Bureau of Reclamation associated with
the Bear River Project and the writer.

Each one of the

judges had worked with the Project and was acquainted with
the proposal.

Both professors an d the writer responded to

a list of responses given by the irrigation farmers to the
open-end question by classifying each answer according to
certain criteria t hat were set up .

A copy of the proposal

plans as well as a Project map was the basis for deciding
whether a response was correct or net .

Final arbitration

was left in the hands of the "Project" representative on any
margina l or que s t i o n ab l e response.

The combined quality of

three possible r esponses to the question for each respondent
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determined whether hte was: classifLe as having a
a high Level of Know ledg e about tle Project.

lo1~

level or

4

The strength of this. hypothe;i , is dependent upon support from one or botlli of the firs: wo hypothe ses.

In other

words , it is seen as bein.g continJe.t, an external measure
showing the product <Of at tending ne,tings or actively pursuing knowledge .

Whelll not accornpalitd by activity of some
~e

result of chance , which

is not indicative of goal-orienta:i on .

Thus, support to this

so rt, it implies that knowledge i s

4
originally res po ndents were d .vided in to four levels of
knowledge but were later dichotorn~z~d to simplify the ana ly sis
of data and to allow for consistent treatment of the fo u r
dependent variables.
Neithe r way slowed significant findings.
In general , even farmers who w•re classified as having
high knowledge did not exhibit a qr•at knowledge of the
specific plans of th e Project. The following classifications
are , therefore , based upon relatiYe differences : Those who
had not heard of the Project, or ta d heard of it but did not
know what was proposed, or who gaye incorrect, vague or irrelevant responses were classifiec as having " no knowledge"
(e.g ., "preserve water for Salt L ak~ use " or "change the
course of the river"); those who Ehowed partial knowledge or
gave a response that was too genera l were classed as having
"low knowledge" (e.g., "build damE to control run-off" or
"provide cu linary water"); those .-hu showed a greater degree
of correctness and specificity were classed as having "moderate
knowledge" (e.g . , "build darn on Bear River in Box Elder County"
or "construct recreation areas") and those who were very
specific and correct were classed as having "high knowledge"
(e.g ., "build darn in Oneida Narrm.-s" or "put higher canals
around Clifton , Idaho, to reach mere of this area") . The
examples above were representative of the many answers given .
It should be emphasized that thes e class ificati ons were often
the result of a combinati on of as many as three responses
given by one person . For instance , a farmer giving three
responses of varying quality woul d be assigned a rank based
upon the composite quality . Refer to Appendix A for outline
of Project plans .
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hypothesis alone is viewed as

bei~gof

questionable value in

supporting the general hypothesis, mt as a source of valida ti on it is a go od variab le.
The fou rth working hypothesi3

~as :

In secure Irrigators

will favor complete planning and je1elopment of the Bear River
more so than wi ll Secure Ir ri gato~s.

5

This hypothesis is measured 3y the following question
from the schedule:

"If those

wit~ ~ate r

r ights were ass u red

of getting thei r wa ter, do you thin< there should be complete
planning and development of the Beac River?"

Those who

responded "yes " were considered to )e favorable toward
developme n t of the Bear River,

whi l ~

those who responded "no"

were not so considered.
The rationale for using this question as a.measure of
goal - orientation is that a " yes" response refl ects a willingness to adop t change (i.e ., development of the Bear River
as a possible solution).

As LaPierre points out , there is

usually a rational basis for man ' s

undertak~ng

a

certa~n

endeavor .

5This hypothesis is of g r eatest concern not only to the
writer for its rele vance to goal-orientation but also to other
ind i viduals and groups who a re interested i n factors which
de termin e pos itive and negative att itude s toward development
of the Bear River . Because of its importance, therefo re,
more attention wi ll b e given t o thi s factor th an oth er s in
the subsequent analysis of the data .
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... the extent to which they (men) will exert themselves
usually depends on the one hand upon the nature and
extent of their unfulfilled needs a nd desires and on
the other upon the rewards for endeavor .. . . But if he
has no urgent needs or unfulfilled desires, or if the
prospect of r eward for endeavor i s slight , he will b e
inclined to l ie abed and make the best of things as
they are.6
A willingness to adopt change is a thought yet to be put into
action in the form of endeavor as spoken of by LaPierre in
the aforementioned quotation.

It reflects this rational bas1s

for man 's behavior which is related to needs and rewards.

The

goal-orien tedness being tested in this question is simply the
attitude of wil l ingness to adopt change , as this attitude will
be directed toward the fulfillment of this need if and when
the occasion arises .

As Coleman indicated, a " choice of some

goal" is an important sequence in motivation (goal-orientation) and a wil lingn ess to adopt development of the Bear River
as a water-need solution is an indication that a goal has been
chosen .
Summary
A brief de scri ption of the Bear River Reclamation Project Proposal was given, followed by a list of conceptual
definitions to be used in the study .
were also given .

Four work ing hypotheses

Methodology for the study included a short

6
Richard T . LaPie rre , Social Change (New York : McGrawHill Book Company , 19 65) , p. 4 75 .
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description of the area and subculture .
from a sample of farm respondents .

Data were collected

The independent variable

was defined as the Need for Security and the four dependent
variables were attending meetings, actively pursuing information, having actual knowledge and willingness to adopt
social change, which were also listed as hypotheses.

CHAPTER IV
EFFECTS OF IRRIGATION FARMERS' NEED FOR SECURITY ON
GOAL- ORIENTATION , WITHOUT CONTROL VARIABLES
An attempt will be made to test the null hypothesis in
the remaining analysis chapters .

The null hypothesis is an

attempt at asking the question, "Is the difference found in
the distribution of cell frequencies larger than can be expected due to sampling error? "

In order for a difference to

be acceptable a

x2

the . 05 level.

This means , according to the null hypothesis,

that

x2

value must yield significance at o r beyond

values at this l eve l can happen by chance only five

pe rcent of the time , thus al l owing rejectance of the null
hypothesis .

On the other hand, values which are at the . 06

level or below do not allow rejectance of the null hypothesis
and the assertion must be made that the difference is due to
sampling error.

The use of the .0 5 l evel is arbitrary and is

accepted only for the sake of convenience due to its popularity as a standard used by the majority of socio l ogists .

Othe r

than for that reason, there is occasion to suspect that there
is really nothing sacred about this level, 1 for it is only

1 James K. Skipper, Anth ony L. Guenther and Gilbert Nass ,
"The Sacredness of . 05 , " Ame ric an Socio logis t , II, No. 1 (Feb. ,
1967)' p . 16 -1 8.
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arbitrary.

Disputations as to its va l idity will gladly be

left to more sophisticated s t atisticians.
Working Hypothesis 1.

Insecu re Irrigators will attend one or

more meetings i n which the Bear River Project is the
major topic of discussion more so than will Secure Ir rigators.
The test for this hypothesis can be seen in Table II,
which indicates that 51 . 0 percent of the Secure Irrigators
attended meetings compared to only a slightly l arger percentage of Insecure Irrigators

(53 . 0 percent).

Although in the

direction predicted , this small difference produces a X2
va lue of only . 09, which is nonsignific an t

( . 76 level) .

In

additio n to this finding, it can be observed that neither
group shows a high level of meeting attendance, since only
TABLE II
IRRIGAT ION SECURITY BY ATTENDANCE AT MEETINGS
CONCERNING THE BEAR RIVER PROJECT
Secure
Irrigators

Insecure
Irrigators

Pet.

N

Pet.

N

Totals

Attended one or
more meetings

51.0

(74)

53.0

(53)

(127)

Did not attend
any meetings

49 . 0

(71)

47 . 0

(4 7)

(118)

1 00.0

(145)

100 . 0

(100)

(245)

Meetings

TOTALS

x2 -0 . 09 ,

df-1 , P <O. 76 (NS)
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about half of each group attended one or more meetings about
the Project .

The evidence presented in this tab l e means that

the null hypothesis cannot be rejected.

Working Hypothesis l

is therefor not supported.
Working Hypothesis 2 .

In secure Irrigators will feel that

they have actively tried to become better informed about
the Bear River Project more so than will Secure Irrigators .
As can be seen from Table III, 53.1 percent of the Secure
Irrigators actively so ught information about the Project compared to 58.0 percent of the Insecure Irrigators.
the direction predicted .

This is in

Again, only slightly more than half

of each group participated in positive goal - orientation .

Dif-

ferences are not only absent in meeting attendance but also
TABLE III
IRRIGATION SECURITY BY ACTIVELY SEEKING INFORMATION
ABOUT BEAR RIVER PROJECT
Secure
Ir rigators

Pet.

N

Totals

(77)

58 . 0

(58)

(135)

46.9

(68)

42.0

(42)

(110)

100.0

(145)

100.0

(1 00)

(245)

Information

Pet.

Actively sought
information

53 .1

No attempt to
seek information
TOTALS

Insecure
Irrigators

X2 - 0.75, df-1, P<0 . 39 (NS)

N
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are absent in the perception of active attempts at being informed .

The

x2

(.39 level) .

value is only .7 5 , which is nonsignificant

Once again the null hypothesis cannot be re-

jected and the differenc es are assumed to h ave occurred by
chance .

Hence, Working Hypothesis 2 is not supported.

Working Hypothesis 3:

Insecure Irrigators wil l have a high

level of knowledge about the Bear River Project more so
than will Secure Irrigators.
Table IV indicates, as do the previous two tables, the
small difference between Secure Irrigators (64 . 8 percent) and
Insecure Irrigators (61.0 percent) in the hypothesized relationship.
dicted .

The direction is opposite to that which was preAn interpretation cannot be placed upon the combined

Level of Knowledge of both groups, as to whether this constitutes a good percentage of respondents in the high level
or not because the levels were based upon relative rather
than absolute knowledge about the Project.

However, the

difference bet\veen Secure Irrigators and Insecure Irrigators
can be interpreted by the resultant

x2

value of . 38 , which

is once again nonsignificant ( . 54 level) .

Hence , the null

hypothesis cannot be rejected and Working Hypothesis 3 is
not supported .
Working Hypothesis 4.

Insecure Irrigators will favor com-

plete planning and development of the Bear River more
so than wi ll Secure Irrigators .
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TABLE I V
IRRIGATION SECURITY BY LEVEL OF KNOWLEDGE
ABOUT BEAR RIVER PROJECT
Secure
Irrigators

Ins ecure
Irrigators

Level of
Knowledge

Pet.

N

Pet.

N

Totals

Low

35 . 2

(51)

39 .0

(39)

(90)

High

64 . 8

(94)

61.0

(61)

(155)

100 . 0

(145)

100.0

(100)

(245)

TOTALS

x' -6.38, df 1' P<0.54(NS)
Table V indicates the same trend of statistical nonsignificance as do the previous three tables.

As can be seen in

this table there is a slightly larger percentage of Secure
Irrigators (78.8 percent) who favo r development than Insecure
Irrigators (72.6 percent).

This is in the opposite direction
TABLE V

IRRIGATION SECURITY BY ATTITUDE TOWl\RD DEVELOPHENT
OF THE BEAR RIVER
Secure
Irri gato rs

Inse cure
Irrig ators

Attitude Tow ard
Development

Pet.

N

Pet .

N

Tot als

Favor Deve l opment

78. 8

(93)

72 . 6

(61)

(154)

Oppose Deve l opment

21.2

(25)

27 . 4

(23)

(48)

100.0

(118)

100.0

(84)

(202)

TOTALS

x '-1.03, df- 1, P<0.32(NS)
Note: 43 respondents had to be dropped either from having no
opinion o r from not having hea rd of the Project .
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to that which was predicted.

It will be noticed that about

three-fourths of each group favor development of the Bear
River .

This is considerably higher than the percentage of

Secure Irrigators and Insecure Irrigators who attended meet ings and who actively sought information about the Project.
Although this indicates a general favorability toward
development among all irrigation farmers, the difference
between Secure Irrigators and Insecure Irrigators is still
too small and a

x2

cant ( . 32 level).

value of 1.03 is once again nonsignifiThe null hypothesis cannot be rejected

and Working Hypothesis 4 is not supported .
Summary
It was shown through

x2

analysis that irrigation needs

is unrelated to any of the four types of goal-orientation ,
when using no controls.

The direction was correctly pre-

dicted for the first two variables (attending meetings and
information seeking) but was incorrectly

pred~cted

for the

last two variables (Level of Knowledge and attitude toward
development) .

The

x2

values were too l ow, however, to make

any generalization from the directions so it is simply con cluded that no relationships were found .

CHAPTER V
EFFECTS OF IRRIGAT I ON FARMERS ' NEED FOR SECURITY ON
GOAL - O~IENTATION ,

WITH CONTROL VARIABLES

The findings from Tables II-V did not support any of
the working hypotheses .

To test the assumption that the

hypothesized relationships were being obscured by intervening variab les, four factors were contro lled.

These factors

were state of residence , amount of formal education, size of
farm and belief that surplus water exists in the Bear River.
The first control, state of residence, was used because
of a condition known to exist in the state of Idaho.

The

writer had the opportunity of interviewing some off ic ials
in agriculture and water development programs in the Spring
of 1968.

It was noted at that time that a general feeling

of antagonism existed with Idaho residents towards Utah
regarding the Project plans .

Apparently many had gotten

the impression that Utah was receiving greater relative
benefits from the Project plans than Idaho .

This idea was

apparently diffused by residents of Caribou County , Idaho ,
who printed and handed out 2,000 circulars .

The intent of

these circulars was to discourage interest in the Project.
The result was that ideas were conveyed to residents of Idaho
which aroused antagonism against the Project .
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Table VI indicates that there is only one
shows significance.

x2

value which

In the state of Utah there a re 63 percent

of the Secure Irrigators who fall into the high Level of Knowledge category compared with 87 percent of the Insecure Irri gators who fall into this category .
predicted and produces a
beyond the .03 level.

x

2

This is in the direction

value of 4 . 58, which is significant

The null hypothesis can be rejected and

Working Hypothesis 3 is supported in the state of Utah .
TABLE VI
IRRIGATION SECURITY BY MEETINGS, INFORMATION SEEKING,
LEVEL OF KNOWLEDGE, ATTITUDE TOWARD DEVELOPMENT,
CONTROLLING FOR STATE OF RESIDENCE
Variables

state

Secure
Irr igators
Pet .
N

Insecure
Irrigators
Pet.
N

xz

P<

Utah

39

(62)

27

(23)

1.17

0.29

Idaho

60

(83)

61

(77)

0 . 01

0.95

Actively
sought
information

Utah

40

(62)

48

(23)

0.38

0.54

Idah o

63

(83)

61

(77)

0.04

0.84

High level
of
knowledge

Utah

63

(62)

87

(23)

4 . 58

0.03

Idaho

66

( 83)

53

(77)

2 . 81

0.09

Utah

89

(45)

84

(19)

0 . 26

0.62

Idaho

73

( 73)

69

(65)

0.19

0.66

Attended one
or more
meetings

Favoring
deve lopment
Note:

Percentages have been rounded off .
The fact that this hypothesis was supported and Working

Hypotheses 1 and 2 were not supported has certain implications,
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however.

It would suggest that Insecure I rriga tors in Utah

gained their knowledge without attending meetings or actively
pursuing knowledge .

This would mean that, other than having

a high Level of Knowledge, they have not engaged in goaloriented behavior.

It was pointed out in Chapter III that

the strength of this hypothesis is dependent upon support
from one or both of the first two hypotheses.

The abs ence

of significance in Utah with these two hypotheses would suggest the weakness of the present finding in supporting the
general hypothesis of the study.
The high Level of Knowledge cou l d be exp laine d by other
factors in the state of Utah.

For instance, it is possible

that informal chains of communication we re such that those
w1th needs heard of the Project by chance more so than did
those without needs.

A single, well-informed individual

could circulate enough information about the Project among
his friends to significantly raise their levels of knowledge ,
since there were only 23 Insecure Irrigators in this state.
Formal education was used as a control because of its
proven importance as a demographic variable 1n other studies.
Social class has come to be regarded by sociologists as a
major causal variable in human behavior and education is an
important factor in social class a n d mobi l ity.

1

1

However,

w. L l oyd Warner , Marsha Meeker and Kenneth Eells , Social
Class in America (New York : Harper and Row , Publishers, ~
1960) ' p . 25 .
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according to the findings in Table VII, this control does not
reveal any statistical significance.

Two groups were divided

on the basis of whether they had graduated from high school
or not.

All of the

x'

values in this table a re nonsignificant

below the .20 level, which is far from acceptable.

The null

hypothesis cannot be rejected and all the differences are assumed to have occurred by chance.

Working Hypotheses 1-4 are

not supported when controlling for the amount of formal
education.
The last control, size of farm, was used because of its
direct relevance to water needs .

A farmer who owns 1,000

acres claiming water needs may be in less serious trouble
than one who has only 100 acre s also claiming water needs .
This hypothetical situation stimulated a desire to use this
control to see if any relati o nships we re obscured in the
findings.
The only

Once again the findings show a similar trend.

x'

value worthy of mention is that found at the

bottom of Table VIII.

Secure Irrigators who had large farms

(80 percent) were willing to favor development more so than
were Insecure Irrigators (64 percent).

The

x'

was, however, nonsignificant at the .06 level.

value of 3.52
This finding,

being in the opposite direction to that predicted , would
cast further doubt upon Working Hypothesis 4 .

It, along

with the rest of the findings in Table VIII , also points out
the lack of support to all of the working hypotheses .

The
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TABLE VII
IRRI GAT I ON SECUR ITY BY MEET I NG S, I NFORMATION SEEK I NG ,
LEVEL OF KNOWLEDGE, ATT I TUDE TOWARD DEVELOPMENT,
CONTROLLING FOR AMOUNT OF FORMAL EDUCATION

Var i a b les

Attended one
or more
meetings

Actively
sought
information

High level
of
knowledge

Favoring
deve l opment
Note :

Amount
of
Formal
Education

Secu r e
I rrigators
Pet.
N

Insecure
I rrigators
Pet.
N

x2

P<

Non
Graduates

43

(49)

38

(47)

0 . 21

0.65

High School
Graduates

55

(96)

66

(53)

l. 66

0 . 20

Non
Graduates

39

(49)

47

(47)

l. 53

0.22

High School
Graduates

62

(96)

66

(53)

0.30

0 . 58

Non
Graduates

61

(49)

55

(4 7)

0 . 34

0 . 56

High School
Graduates

67

(96)

66

(53)

0 . 01

0 . 95

Non
Graduates

70

(37)

71

(38)

0 . 01

0 . 95

High Schoo l
Graduates

84

( 81)

74

(46)

l. 39

0.25

Percentages have been rounded off .
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TABLE VI II
IRRIGATION SECURITY BY MEET I NGS , I NFORMATION SEEKING,
LEVEL OF KNOWLEDGE , ATTITUDE TOWARD DEVELOPMENT,
CONTROLLI NG FOR SIZE OF FARM
Variables
Attended one
or more
meetings
Actively
sought
information
High level
of
knowledge
Favoring
development

Size
of
Farm a

Secure
Irri gators
Pet .
N

Insecure
Irrigators
Pet.
N

x2

P<

Small

49

(82)

50

(44)

0 . 02

0 . 89

Large

54

(63)

55

(56)

0 . 03

0 . 86

Small

49

(82)

52

(44)

0.14

0 . 71

Large

59

(63)

63

(56)

0.18

0 . 67

Small

68

(82)

55

(44)

2.35

0 . 13

Large

60

(63)

66

(56)

0 . 42

0 . 52

Small

77

(62)

84

( 37)

0.57

0. 4 5

Large

80

(56)

64

(4 7)

3.52

0.06

aFarms which were 300 acres or more were classified as large
while those 299 acres or less were classified as smal l.
Selection of this breaking point was based upon two factors :
(l) it provided a near equa l distribution and (2) it was the
most natura l cutting point in the frequency dis t ribution .
Note : Percentages have been rounded off.
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null hypothesis cannot be rejected in any instance , as one
can readily see the statistical nonsignificance of every
v ariable in Table VIII.

Working Hypotheses l-4 are not sup-

ported when controlling for size of farm.
Another factor was used as a control bec a use of its significant relationship to the fourth dependent variable in
this study .

This factor, which will be discussed in the next

chapter, is the belief that surplus water exi sts in the Bear
River .

Table IX reveals the results o f using this control.

As can be seen, no

x2

value is significant b e yond the .05

level and most are nonsignificant below the .60 level.

With

this c o ntrol, as in oth e rs, the gener a l hypothesis on needs
and goal-orientation receives no support .

Th e null hypothesis

cannot be rejected and differences are assumed to be due to
sampling error.

Working Hypotheses l-4 are not supported when

controlling for belief that surplus water exists in the Bear
River.
Two Plausible Explanations for the Lack of Support
for the General Hypothesis
Two explanations for the lack of support for the general
hypothesis seem plausible.

These explanations are given in

answer to the two fo ll owing questions:

First, are there other

common ways in which individuals react when confronted with
needs bes id es goal-oriented behavior?

Second, is it po ssi b l e
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TABLE IX
I RR I GAT I ON SECUR I TY BY MEETINGS , INFORMATION SEEKING ,
LEVE L OF KNOWLEDGE, ATT I TUDE TOWARD DEVELOPMENT ,
CONTROLL I NG FOR BEL I EF THAT SURPLUS WATER EXISTS IN THE
BEAR RIVER
Variables

Belief
in
Surplus

Secure
Irrigators
Pet .
N

Insecure
Irrigators
Pet .
N

x2

P<

Attended one
or more
meetings

Yes

57

(96)

57

(60)

0.01

0 . 95

No

48

(29)

55

( 31)

0.25

0 . 62

Actively
sought
information

Yes

59

(96)

62

(60)

0 . 08

0 . 78

No

45

(29)

65

(31)

2 . 35

0.13

High level
of
knowledge

Yes

69

(96)

72

(60)

0 .1 5

0 . 70

No

72

(29)

58

(31)

1. 60

0.21

Yes

90

(78)

89

(54)

0 . 02

0 . 89

No

44

(27)

39

(28)

0.14

0. 71

Favoring
development

Note : Percentages have been rounded off .
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that a similar type of need exists among Secure Irrigators
which leads to the same type of goal -or ientation?
In relation to the first question it might be said that
all behavior is not conscious and goal - oriented.

Ego-def e nse

mechanisms are often used to substitute for normal goa loriented behavior.

Some of the ego-defense mechanisms which

seem most likely to be used by farmers in the present situation are projection, rationalization and withdrawal.

Pro-

jection can be illustrated by the farmer who blames o thers
fo r his water shortage, with the result that this substitutes
for normal goal-orientation.

2

Rationalization can be illus-

trated by the farmer who thinks that nothing can be done to
solve his water needs.

Withdrawal can be illustrated by the

farme r who has tried and failed so often that he fears repeated efforts of trying to resolve his need.

Other percep-

tions and actions similar to these might arise to prevent
goa l- orientation .

Regardless of the specific mechanism , each

relieves the unpleasantness suffered from threats to the ego,
or from frustrated needs

(in this case, water needs).

The

presumed effect of ego-defense mechanisms in the present

2
The idea of projection does not seem too far removed .
It was found that Insecure Irrigators exper1enced watershortage-related human problems more so than did Secure
Irrigators. Of course, there is no way of determining the
extent that these prob l ems became projections, but at least
it is a possibility which is increased by the existence of
problems. See Tables XI and XII in Chapter VI.
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situation is the inhibition of normal goal-orientation among
Insecure I rrigators .
The second question (is it possible th at a similar type
of need exists among Secure Irrigators which leads to the
same type of goal - orientation?) seems like a more logical
explanation of why insecurity is not rel a ted to goal-orienta tion more so than security for the following reasons .

It

would seem to the writer that water to an irrigation farmer
would be like money to a city- dweller .

Some may claim to

have adequate money for their needs, wh ile others claim to
need more money, yet when it comes down to the possibility
of gett ing more , each is equally interested.

Is it true

that security is a relative need (i.e ., o ne which is never
really fulfilled)?

Just as an increasing amount of mon ey

represents an increasing relative amount of security , perhaps
the same is true of water.

One observation seems sure , and

that is that Americans never stop their goal-orientation (in vesting resources) when money is the object .
The r e is a basic difference, however, which should be
pointed out .
of uses .

Money seems to have an almost unlimited amount

It seems that one can

ever get enough of it ,

whereas it is c l ear that water can reach a point of diminishing retur ns , un l e s s, of cour se , it can be saved for f uture
u se .

Ne ve rth e l e ss, the l a t ter qual ifica ti on seems to be an

importa n t co n sideration.

The fu tu re is un certain to t he
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Secure

Irrigators as well as to the Insecure Irrigators .

A

drought could put those who are presently secure into the
same category as the Insecure Irrigators.

This possibility,

it seems , would be an important motivating factor in the
Secure Irrigator's goal-orientation.

It is assumed by the

writer on logical grounds that the interest of the latter
would be to protect the existing security and perhaps to
increase this security by le arn ing of possible solutions
(in this case, the Bear River Project).

It seems plausible

that Secure Irrigators wou ld attend meetings if for no other
reason than to protect their self-interests (i.e . , to make
sure that the Project wi ll not threaten their water rights,
etc .).

In short , it is suggested that a similar motivation

exists for Secure Irrigators .
forms:

This motivation takes on two

(l) goa l-ori entation to protect existing water

security, a nd (2) goal - orientation to increase future
security.
On the basis of the logic presented above (i . e . , water
being like money, etc . ) , the writer feels that the assumed
ex~stence

of similar needs among Secure Irrigators is the

most plausible explanation .

It is quite possible, however ,

that both the assumed factors work together to neutralize
the hypothesized r elationships.

For instance , perhaps the

I nsec u re I rrigato r s have u sed ego - defense mechanisms which
have resu l ted in inhibited goa l- o r iented behavior , while
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Secure Irrigators have engaged in goal-oriented behavior both
to protect existing security and to increase future security.
Summary
Four controls were used to investigate the possibility
that the hypothesized relationships were being obscured.
These controls we re s t ate of residence, amount of formal
education , size of farm and belief that surplus water exists
in the Bear Rive r.
ficant

x

2

The only control that revealed a signi-

value was state of residence with the variable,

Level of Know l edge .
Insecure Irrigators in Utah had a higher Level of Knowledge than Secure Irrigators

(see Table VI).

However, a

reason was given to suggest the questionable support of the
general hypothesis in relation to the Level of Know ledge
variable.

It was pointed out that this variable is the

weakest measure of goal-orientation in the study when not
accompanied by significance between needs and one of the
first two variab les
mation-seeking).

(i.e., attending meetings, active infor-

The reason given was that knowledge gained

without effort is unlikely a good measure of goal-orientation.
Information about the Project could h ave been circulated by
chance to more Insecure Irrigators than Secure Irrigators
since there were only 23 who had needs in Utah.
Two explanations for the lack of support for the hypotheses, both with and without controls , were suggested.
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First, because ego-defense mechanisms often substitute for
goal-orientation in general contexts , this was suggested as a
possible explanation for Insecure Irrigators' lack of superior
goal-orientation in this context.

Second, the possibility was

suggested that a similar type of need exists among Secure
Irrigators which serves to motivate them toward goals .

This

is the need to maintain and protect the exLsting securLty
and/ or to increase future security .
The second idea (i . e ., similar ne eds) , because of its
logic (i.e ., water being like money, etc.) , was the writer ' s
preference for explaining the nonsignificance of the findings; however, it was pointed o ut that both ego-defense mechanisms and the existence of a similar need could work together
to produce the observed results .

The first could act as an

Lnhibitor to Insecure Irrigators ' goal-orientation, while the
second factor could act as a motivating force to Secure Irrigators .

CHAPTER VI
A POST FACTUM ANALYSIS OF FACTORS RELATED TO WATER NEEDS
AND OTHER IMPORTANT VARIABLES
Objectives of this Chapter
S1nce i t has been shown, using the present measure of
water needs, that Insecure Irrigators do not engage in certain types of goal-orientation , more so than do Secure
Irrigators, an attempt will be made in this chapter to
suggest the following :
1.

The relationship between Insecurity (water needs)

2.

The relationship between Insecurity and pe rceived

and worry over the water supply.

threat of losing water.
3.

The relationship between Ins e curity and water-related
human problems.

4.

The absence of relationship between Insecurity and
perceived benefit of the Bear R1ver Project .

5.

The importance of the belief that surplus water
exists in the Bear River as a major explanatory
variable for two things :
a.

Attitude toward development of the Bear River
(the major dependent variable and measure of
goa l- orientation) .
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b.
6.

Perceived benefit of the Bear River Project.

The relationship between attitude toward development
and perceived benefit of the Bear River Project, and
implications associated with these factors .

To fulfill the objectives of this chapter it is necessary
to conduct a post factum analysis .

This means that the anal-

ysis is made without testing hypotheses wh1ch are predesignated,
although the findings may result in the development of
hypotheses to be tested in future research.

Bas ically, the

inductive approach used here is an attempt to look at those
factors which showed significance.
According to Merton , post factum analysis is often
wrongly represented to be soci o logical theory.

Because of

the sel ectivity involved and the great amount of flexibility,
explanations often appear much more logical and consistent
than reality wou ld admit .

1

Merton says, "Po st factum expla-

nations remain at the level of plausibility . . . rather than
l eading to compelling evidence .. .. "

2

Because of the writer's

agreement with Merton, an attempt will be made to be cautious
in the conclusions that follow .

1

Robert K. Merton, Social Theory and Social Structure
(New York: The Free Press, 1 957) , p. 93-95 .
2

rbid., p . 93.
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It was earlier pointed out in Table I
Insecure Irrigators

(see page 26) t h at

(88 . 0 percent) feel tha t the supply of

water is one of the biggest worries of farmers more so than
do Secure Irrigators

(54 . 4 percent) .

The

and was sign i ficant beyond the . 001 level.

x2

value was 30.64
This finding

would strongly s uggest that Insecu re Irrigators are anxious
about the water situation .
This anxiety factor was examined in a study by the
writer's major professor, who compared farm with
residents .

non ~ farm

It was found th a t concern over the water supply

was present to almost an equal extent among both farmers and
non-farme rs.

The recognition of this concern by both

groups, as well as its widespread diffusion among the population, led to the interpretation that a social-psychologically
conditioned base exists within this semi-arid subculture in
which attitudes and values (especially about water) are transmitted.3
The f ind ings of the present study wo u l d suggest that
the anx i ety ove r water is primari l y found among those who
expressed a need for more water.
Table X reveals another factor about which Insecure Ir rigators differ from Sec u re Irrigators .

The question was

3
wa de H. An drews , "The Fu nc ti o n of Atti tudes and Th eir
Ecolog i ca l Ante c eden t s a s They Affec t Wa ter Resource Development," a report presented t o the Ut ah Cen t e r for Water
Resour ce Resea rch , 1 968 , p. l - 1 6.
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asked,

"Do yo u think it is wrong to take water away from one

river basin and move it out of its natural area to another? "
The resu lt s show that 31.3 percent of the Secure Irrigators
said that it is wrong to move wate r compared to 47.3 percent
of the Insecure Irr igators.
TABLE X
IRRIGATION SECURITY BY PERCEIVED WRONGNESS
OF TAKING WATER FROM ONE RIVER BASIN TO ANOTHER
Secure
Irrigators

Insecure
Irrigators

Transporting
Water

Pet.

Wrong

31. 3

(42)

47.3

(44)

(86)

Not wrong

68.7

(9 2)

52.7

(49)

(141)

100.0

(134)

100.0

(93)

(227)

TOTALS

N

Pet .

N

Totals

X -5.95 , df-1, P<0 . 02
Note: There were 18 respondents who did not answer .
Rather than this measuring a difference in attitude
between Secure Irr igators and Insecure Irrigators, the writer
feels that this difference, which produced a

x2

of 5.95

(.02

level), measures a feeling of threat among those who have
water needs.

Insecure Irrigators may have answered in a way

to protec t their self-interests.

As many attitude surveys

result in action based upon public sentiment, I nsecure Irrigators may have felt that their wa ter wou ld be taken from
them if they responded that it was right to move it from its
natura l area.

Such a notion, if true, would suggest that
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those who have needs feel threatened about the possibi l ity of
losing it .
Another significant re l ationship is between needs and
water-related human problems .

Table XI deals with the per-

ception of a ce r tain type of problem .

Respondents were asked

the quest i on, "Are there ever any (human) problems in this
area with not getting the right amount of water according to
your shares?"

Fol l owing this , the question was asked, "Is

this considered a ser i ous matter around here? "

The findings

in Table XI reveal that 9.9 percent of the Secure Irrigators
perceived this to be a serious matter compared to 20 . 4 percent of the Insecure Irrigators.
significant beyond the . 02 level.

The

x2

value of 5.20 is

This would suggest that

those with needs probably experience these problems themselves,
TABLE XI
IRRIGATION SECURITY BY THE PERCEIVED SERIOUS PROBLEM OF
NOT GETTING RIGHT AMOUNT OF WATER ACCORDHJG TO SHARES
Secure
Irrigators
Problem
Perception
Serious problem
Not a ser ious
prob l em
TOTALS

Insecure
Irrigators

Pet.

N

Pet.

N

Tota l s

9.9

(14)

20.4

(19)

(33)

90 . 1

(1 28)

79 . 6

(74)

(202)

100 . 0

(1 42)

1 00 . 0

(9 3)

(235)

X - 5 . 20 , df- 1, P< . 02
Note: The r e were 1 0 respondents who did not answer.
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though the question could also include perception of watershortage-related human problems .

Still, it might be expected

that those with needs would perceive prob l ems more keenly.
Table XII deals with more severe problems, with the inclusion of irrigation farmers'
water use.

legal difficulties related to

The question was asked , "Have you ever had to

take any legal action or go to the water company or other
groups to solve a water problem?"
As can be seen in Table XII, Insecure Irrigators (16.8
percent) experienced water problems resulting in legal action
more so than did Secure Irrigators
duced a

x2

(8.5 percent) .

This pro -

value of 3 . 85 , which is significant beyond the 0.5

level .
The findings from both Tables XI and XII suggest that
Insecure Irrigators do experience problems resulting from
their need for more water .

They seem to be more acutely

aware of the problem of getting the right amount of water
according to their shares than are Secure Irrigators.
One would also expect that Insecure Irr igators wo ul d
logically be more likely to be involved in legal action because of the greater l osses suffered from injustices .
Whereas , a farmer who has plenty of water would logically
be less concerned about a minor incident involving an injustice resulting in water loss.

He would more than likely

settle his prob l ems on a pers o n a l basis rather th an taking
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legal action.

On the other hand, if a farmer needs water

himself and loses some from theft or inequitable distribution, he might be expected to exhibit more severe feelings
of discontent , which may lead to legal action .
TABLE XII
IRRIGATION SECURITY BY IRRIGATION-RELATED
LEGAL PROBLEMS
Secure
Irrigators
Legal Problems

Ins ecure
Irrigators

Pet .

N

Pet.

N

Totals

Experienced
legal problems

8. 5

(12)

16.8

(16)

(28)

Did not
experience
legal problems

91.5

(130)

83 . 2

(79)

(209)

100.0

(142)

100.0

(95)

(237)

TOTALS

X - 3.85, df-1, P<O.OS
Note: There were eight respondents who did not answer.
It will be recalled that Working Hypothesis 4 in the
study dea lt with attitude toward development of the Bear
River.

Although the intention of the Bear River Project is

to develop the Bear River, the former question measured only
the general attitude tmoJard development as a possibility .
The question which measures attitude toward the Bear River
Project per se is worded to obtain the respondents' perceived effect of the Project.

The question was asked, "Over

all do you think the proposed Bear River Project would help
or hinder the water situation in this area?"

Inasmuch as
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there was no relationship between irrigation needs and attit ude toward development, it was decided to test the statistical
associat ion of needs with perceived effect of the Bear River
Project to see if a similar conclusion would be reached.
Table XIII reveals the results of this test.
TABLE XI IIa
IRRIGATION SECURITY BY PERCEIVED EFFECT
OF THE BEAR RIVER PROJECT
Secure
Irrigators

In secure
Irri gators

Perceived Effect

Pet.

N

Pet.

N

Will help

36.6

(53)

43.0

(43)

39 .2

(96)

\'Vill hinder

31.0

(45)

38.0

( 38)

33 .9

(83)

Neutral

32 .4

(47)

19.0

(19)

26 .9

(66)

100 . 0

(145)

100.0

(100)

100.0

(245)

TOTALS

x2 -5.43, df-4,
aA x2 computed

Totals

P < . 30
without the neutral category produced a value

of only . 02.
As can be seen in Table XIII, 36 . 6 percent of the Secure
Irrigators perceived that the Project would help the water
situation compared to a slightly larger percentage of Insecure
Irrig ators

(43.0 percent).

The most striking finding in this

table is the high percentage of Secure Irrigators (32.4) who
fa ll into the neutral category compared to the smaller percentage of Insecure Irrigators

(19.0 percent).

Howeve r, the

fact that 38 . 0 percent of the Insecure Irri gators pe rceived
that the Project would hinder compared to only 31 . 0 percent
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of the Secure Irrigators, offsets any other relationships in
the table.

The

x2

value of 5.43 was nonsignificant with three

degrees of freedom at the . 30 level.

In short, Table XIII

indicates that those with needs (Insecure Irrigators) do not
perceive any greater benefits from the Project than do those
without needs

(Secure Irrigators).

Table XIII reveals an interesting thing abo ut perceived
effect of the Project.
fourth

Of the total farm sample, about o n e -

(26.9 pe rcent) have neutral feelings about the Project

ranging from "never heard of it" or "I don't know " to "no

opinion" or " it won ' t make any difference."

About one-third

(33.9 percent) of the farmers perceive the Project to be
harmful to the area while about two-fifths (39.2 percent) of
the farmers perceive the Project to be helpful.
The implications of these totals depend upon the po in t
of refe r ence of th e reader.

Certain l y there are some social

implications involved which can be suggested by two ques tions .

What pe rcentage of farme rs who perceive the Project

to be beneficial is necessary to assure maximum social
satisfaction?

How much social satisfaction (with Project

plans) is necessary to justify the economic expense of such
a project?
So far in this chapter the discussion has dealt with
factors related or unrel ated to water needs of farmers but
little has been said about goal-orientation.

It wi ll be
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recalled that the major dependent variable and measure of
goal - orientation in the study was attitude toward development of the Bear River .

Its relation to goal - orientation was

said to be the farmer's wil l ingness to adopt a possible solution to his water needs , suggest i ng that a goal had been
chosen .

An attempt was made to determine what factor or

factors explain this attitude if not water needs.
Respondents were asked the question , "Do you think that
there is any surplus water in the Bear River?"

Table XIV

reveals the relationship between this factor and attitude
toward development.

As can be seen in this table, 89 . 4

percent of all farmers who believe that surplus water exists
in the Bear River favor complete planning a nd development
while only 41 . 8 percent of those who do not believe a surplus
exists in the Bear River favor this development.

A X2 value

TABLE XI V
BELIEF THAT SURPLUS WATER EXISTS BY ATTITUDE TOWARD
DEVELOPMENT OF THE BEAR RIVER
Surplus
Exists
Attitude Toward
Deve l opment

No Surplus
Exists

Pet.

N

Pet .

N

Totals

Favor
deve l opment

89. 4

( ll 8)

41. 8

(23)

(141)

Oppose
d evelopment

10 . 6

(1 4 )

58 . 2

(32)

(46)

100 . 0

(1 32)

1 00 . 0

(55)

(187)

TOTALS

x' - 47.38 , df- 1, P<O . OOl
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of 47.38 is highly significant (.001 level).

This finding

would strongly suggest the importance of this belief as a
condition for favoring development .

Unless surplus water

does exist in the Bear River, attempts to develop it would
logically seem futile .

Respondents apparently feel that

development must first be possible by the existence of surplus
water.
Table XV deals \vith the same factor

(i.e., belief that

surplus water exists) but in relation to perception of the
effect of the Bear River Project.
tion can be seen in this table .

An even stronger associaTable XV reveals that 73.3

percent of all farmers who believe that surplus water exists
i n the Bear River perceive th a t the Project will help the
wa ter situation in the area, while only 6.1 percent of those
who do not believe that a surplus exists perceive the Project
to b e beneficial.

The

x2

value is a very high 83 . 75 which is

significant beyond the . 001 level.
TABLE XV
BELIEF THAT SURPLUS WATER EXISTS BY PERCEIVED EFFECT
OF PROJECT
No Surplus
Exists

Surplus
Exists
Perceived Effect

Pet.

N

Pet.

N

Totals

Will help

73 . 3

( 88)

6 .1

(3)

(81)

Will hinder

26.7

(32)

93.9

(46)

(67)

100.0

(120)

100 . 0

(49)

(169)

TOTALS

x2 -83 . 75 ,

df- 1, P < . OOl
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It wi ll be recal l ed that Table XV indicates that 6.1 percent of those who think that no surp lu s exists feel that the
Project would be beneficial, whereas Table XIV indicates that
41 . 8 percent favor development yet do not think that a surplus
exists .

This would suggest that surplus water is an even more

important consideration to farmers, when judging the merits of
a specific proposal , than when deciding about the more vague
notion of deve lopment of the river .
Table XV I reveals the association between positive
attitude toward development of the Bear River and perceived
benefits of the Bear River Project.

As would be expected ,

there is a highly significant association

(x 2 =44.41 , P<.OOl).

It will be noted that 68.6 percent who favor development feel
that the Project will benef it while only 5 . 6 percent who op pose deve l opment feel this way .

Rather than exp l aining why

68 . 6 percent of those who favor development perceive the
Project to be beneficial, the central question of importance
TABLE XVI
ATTITUDE TOWARD DEVE LOPMENT BY PERCEIVED EFFECT
OF PROJECT
Favor
Development

Oppose
Development

Perceived Effect

Pet .

N

Pet.

Will help

68 . 6

(83)

5.6

(2)

(85)

Wi ll hinder

31. 4

(38)

94 .4

(34)

(72)

100.0

(121)

1 00 .0

(36)

(157)

TOTALS

x2 -44 . 41,

df-1, P < . OOl

N

Totals
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is why 31 . 4 percent favor development yet feel that the Project would hinder the water situation.
It was pointed out in Chapter V that a general feeling
of antagonism existed with Idaho residents because of the
belief that Utah would receive greater rel ative benefits from
the Project plans than Idaho.
the question at hand.

This notion alone could explain

It i s probable that some Idaho resi -

dents favor the idea of development in general but feel that
the Project as proposed is unfair.

It is also l ogical to

assume that others favor development yet feel that the Project proposal is not suited to their s e lf - intere sts.
Summary
Since the general hypothesis received no support in the
two previous chapters, an attempt was made to relate other
factors to water needs, goal-orientation and perceived effects of the Bear River Project.
Certain relationships to needs were suggested, based
upon statistical significance, such as the

ex~stence

of

anxiety or worry, perceived threat of losing water and water related human problems.

In addi tion, it was shown that

insecurity is unrelated to perceived benefits of the Bear
River Project.
Th e belief that surplus water exists in the Bear River
was shown to be an important factor associated with the goal orie ntation variable, attitude toward development of the Bear
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River and the variable, perceived benefit of the Bear River
Project.
Finally, it was pointed out that nearly one-third of
those who favor some type of development feel that the Project would be a hindrance.

Reasons for this were suggested,

one of which was the discontent with the Project among Idaho
residents , who might otherwise favor the general idea of
developing the Bear River.

CHAPTER VII
SUMMARY
The main objective of this study has been to determine
the relationship between irrigation farme rs' expressed feltneeds for water supply and their goal - orientation in the
resolution of those needs.

The specific behaviors and cog-

nitions identifying goal-orientations which were examined
include : attending meetings about the Bear River Project;
actively seeking knowledge about the Bear River Project; having a high Level of Know l edge about the Project , and having
a favorable attitude toward development of the Bear

~iver.

The approach used to carry out the main objective of
this study was as follows:

First, two groups were separated

on the basis of whether they felt that the water they had
was adequate for their needs .

Those who felt that it was

adequate were c las sified as Secure Irrigators while those
who responded negatively were classified as Insecure Irrigators.

This constituted the independent variable , the

assumed psycho-social need for security, since water is
considered by irrigation farmers to represent physical and
economic security.

Second , four controls which seemed most

appropriate were used.

These were: state of residence,
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amo unt of formal education, size of farm and belief that surplus wa t e r exists in the Bea r River.
Several hypotheses were formulated and s u bjected t o
e mp irical tests.

Each hypothesis is given below with the

r es ults.

(l)

Inse q ~ r e

I rr igato r s will a t t end one o r mo r e meet -

ings in which the Bear Rive r Pr oject is the major topic of
discussion mo r e so than will Secu r e I rr igato r s .

This

h y pothesis received no support with or without the four
c o ntrols

(s t a te of residence, educat i on, size of farm a nd

belief t ha t surplus wa ter exists in the Bea r River).

Abo ut

ha l f of each group a ttended o n e or more me etings.
(2)

Insecu r e Irrigators will feel that they have actively

tried to become better info r med about the Bear River Pr oject
more so than will Secu r e Ir r igato r s .

This hypo t he sis a ls o

r eceived no sup p o rt wi th or without th e use of t he fo ur co ntro l s .

Slightly more than h a lf of e a c h group a cti ve l y so ught

info rma tion a bout the Project .
(3)

Insec ur e I rr i gat ors will tend to have a hi g h level

of knowledge ab o ut the Bea r Rive r Pr oje c t mo r e so than will
Secu r e I rri gato r s .

This hypothesis received s o me stati stical

sup port using one of th e four controls .

Th e re wa s a sign i fi-

c a nt association between insecurity and high Level of Knowledge in the state of Utah.

However, because no relat i onship

was found between insecurity and attending meetings or
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actively pursuing information about the Project in the state
of Utah, this high Level of Knowledge was attributed to
factors other than goal-orientation.
(4)

InsecuPe IPPigatoPs wiLL favoP compLete pZanning and

deveZopment of the BeaP RiveP moPe so than wiLL SeouPe IPPi ga t oPs.

This hypothesis found no support either with or

without the four control variables .

It was found that about

three-fourths of both groups favored development indicating
strong goal-orientation in general among all irrigation
farmers .
The absence of support to the general hypothesis

(that

irrigation farmers who have water needs will seek to resolve
those needs by goal-orientation) was possibly explained by
one or both of the following.

First, Insecure Irrigators

may have resorted to the use of ego-defense mechanisms, with
the result that goal-oriented behavior was inhibited.

Second,

Secure Irrigators may have had a similar need, such as a need
to maintain their present security or to increase their future
water security , which served to increase their goal-orientation.
The second objective of the study was to determine the
relationship between irrigation farmers' expressed felt -needs
for water and other illuminating variables .

It was found

that Insecure Irrigators differed from Secure Irrigators on
three facto rs.
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First, the Insecure Irrigators more freq u ently felt that
the supply of water was a big

1~orry

in their area , indicating

anxiety over this resource.
Second, Insecur e Irrigators more frequently indicated
that they felt it was wrong

to take water away from one river

basin and move it out of its natural area to another .

This

was interpreted by the writer to have been a measure of defensiveness o n the part of Insecure Irrigators who may have felt
threatened about

the possibility o f losing water .

Third, Insecure Irr igators were more frequently associ ated with the perception of water-related human problems and
the experienci ng of water problems resulting in legal action.
It was concluded that both sugge st the possibility that wa ter
problems are related to water needs.

A fourth factor, per-

ceived benefit of the Bea r River Project, was shown to be
unrelated to water needs .
The third objective of the study was to

deter~ine

relationship between the major dependent variable

the

(i.e., will-

ingness to adop t) and other il lum inating variables.

This

objective was ca rri ed o ut by showing the impcrtance of the
belief that surplus water exists in the Bear River as an
explanatory variable for both attitude

to~Vard

development

of the Bear Rive r and perceived benefits of the Bea r River
Project .

The relationship between the latter two variables

was a lso pointed out .

It was shown that about one-third of
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the farmers who favored development of the Bear River in
general perceived that the Bear River Project wou ld be a hindrance to the water situation in their area .
Suggestions for Future Research
Perhaps the greatest contribution of future research
would be to develop a scale on water needs.

Such a scale

would take into account such factors as the date of water
right, cost of water shares, production cost-income per acre
of ground, availability of alternative water sources , type
o f crop produced, how one perceives his own needs compared
to that of his neighbors or friends and the psychological
imp a ct of droughts .

The purpose of such a scale would be to

deve lop a construct including both objective and subjective
aspects of needs of farmers on a continuum, as needs are
seldom so s i mple as either it is needed or it is not.

It

would be useful not only as an instrument in studies such
as the present one, but also to those doing feasibility
studies .

It is likely that some of these factors are already

included by feasibility experts, but a scale administered
to individuals would prove very useful in grasping subjective
factors as well as additional objective factors.
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APPENDIXES

Appendix A
A Brief Outline of Facts and Purposes of the
Bear River Project Proposal Plan A
The Project as proposed in this plan would :
I.

Regulate storage , provide physical works to distribute
water , provide for water exchanges, increase the usable
wa ter supply of Bear River and its Cache Valley tributaries , Cub River and Mink Creek, for the following
major uses:
A.

I rrigation (the irrigation supplies would be increased by 202 ,9 00 acre feet yearly.

The 49 , 766

acres of full service land and 59 , 242 acres of
supplemental service l and which will be provided
:or would give a total of 109,00 8 acres of land in
Idaho and Utah) .
B.

Municipal.

C.

Industrial (Utah communities would receive 23,000
acre feet yearly for municipal and industrial us es) .

D.

Recreation.

E.

Fish-Wi ldlife (the amount of 88 ,00 0 acre feet of
water would yearly be used to provide existing and
potential wildlife refuges and t o improve an existing reservoir fishery) .
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F.
II .

Flood control.

Main Stem Segment.
A.

A dam would be built on the Bear River with a
capacity of 375,000 acre feet at the Oneida Narrows

B.

(10 miles northeast of Preston, Idaho).

The Oneida Canal would deliver water to existing
irrigation systems and also to the proposed Coulam
Waterfowl Management unit in northern Cache Valley .
It would also deliver water to improve the fishery
at Newton Reservoir.

C.

New irrigation laterals and drains would be provided .

D.

Irrigation water would be diverted from the Bea r
River for irrigation for the Grace area above the
Oneida Narrows Reservoir in exchange for return
flows to the Cutler Dam canals which now provide
this area with irrigation water.

E.

Waterfowl habitat at the Utah Public Shooting
Grounds would be improved.

F.

A reservoir with a capacity of 120,000 acre feet
would be built at Honeyville (4 miles southeast of
Tremonton, Utah).

Honeyville Reservoir would

improve river fishery and water would be used at
the Bear River Migratory Bird Refuge and on other
wildlife lands .

Part of this water would be
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conveyed in the Honeyville Canal to Willard Bay.
The effect of this would be increased municipal and
industrial use for Ogden .
G.

The Oneida Power Plant , owned by Utah Power and
Light Company, would be flooded by the Oneida dam .
Production of power at Utah Power and Light Company 's Grace, Cove and Cutler power plants would be
reduced.

III.

East Cache Segment.
A.

Glenda le Reservoir on Worm Creek (4 miles northeast
of Preston) would be enlarged to a capacity of
23 ,000 acre feet.

B.

Cub -Worm Canal and Mink Creek Canal would also
supply Glendale Reservoir with water from Cub River
and Mink Creek.

C.

The East Cache Canal will run from Glendale Reservoir south 27 miles to Summit Creek near Smithfield,
Utah.

This Canal would deliver water to existing

irrigation systems

(some would be changed) .

Some

lands above the Each Cache Cana l would be served by
exchanges.

Part of this canal water would be used

directly or by exchange for municipal purposes at
Smithfield and Lewiston.

Appendix B
Map of the Area Served by the
Bear River Project Proposal Plan A
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